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ALEXANDER'S DUALITY- THEOREM 

1* Introduction* Topology or Analysis Situs is usually 

defined as the study of properties of spaces or their con¬ 

figurations under continuous transformations. The invar¬ 

iants under these transformations play a leading role in 

the study of the subject, and it is with them that the dual¬ 

ity theorems are concerned. 

The first duality theorem was the theorem of Poincare 

on the duality of the Betti numbers of orientable manifolds. 

This theorem is stated in terms of dual complexes and is 

quite different from the duality theorem of Alexander which 

concerns residual spaces. The latter theorem may also be 

stated in terms of Betti numbers, but it was proved for a 

different set of invariants, the connectivity numbers, by 

Alexander. The relation between the two kinds of invar¬ 

iants will be shown below. 

The terminology and notation of Topology vary from 

one author to another. The definitions of such things as 

chains and circuits are not the same as given by different 

authorities. Wherever possible the notations and termin¬ 

ology of Veblen and Alexander have been followed. 

2. Simplex. Cell. Complex. 

Let YL- space be divided into two regions by Yl-t | 

linearly independent (Kl-1 )-spaces. Then that region which 

does not contain the point at infinity is defined as an 

Tt-dimensional simplex. The points of the boundary are 
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exoluded. The interior of a tetrahedron, for example, con¬ 

stitutes a 3-dimensional simplex. 
tt> “• 

Any set of points in one-to-one* correspondence with 

the points of an n-dimensional simplex constitutes an 

n-dimensional cell By this definition, which is a 

little more general than will be necessary in the latter 

part of this paper, the points of an arc of a ourve Joining 

two distinct points make up a one-cell. 

The set of non-overlapping cells consisting of 

c(0 O-cells X" X: X/   X*. 

<X, 1-cells X. x! Xj   X*i 

n-oells X," X* X3
K X*n 

will constitute an n-dimensional oomplex Cn provided 

(1) The boundary of every i-cell (i'io) is made up en- 
i 

tirely of cells of dimensionality less than i. 

(2) Every i-cell (f<n) is on the boundary of some 

(i+l)-cell X*+’. 

The (n-4?)-cells on the boundary of an n-cell are said 

to be incident with it and it is said to be incident with 

them. 

A oomplex Cw is called closed if every (n-1)-cell is 

incident with an even number of n-oells. Otherwise it is 

open (or bounded) and the boundary consists of those (m-l)- 

cells, together with their boundaries, upon which an odd 

number of n-oells abut. 

If an n-dimensional complex Cn is such that 

(X) eaoh(m-l)-oell ofCnie Incident with an even 
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number of n-cells, and 

(2) no subset of the cells which constitute Cw sat» 

isfies (1) 

then the oomplex is said to define an n-circuit. 

The set of all cells of a complex Cnwhich are incident 
with an i»oell QL and of higher dimensionality than oS 

constitute, with (XL itself, a star of cells. If the inci¬ 

dence relations between the (t--t-^)-cells (j-lj a,-— p-' ) 

and the (t+'j+O-cells are the same as those between the 

cells and the (^+i)-oells of a p-dimensional sphere (see 

page 16), the star is said to be simply connected. 

If Cru is an n-cirouit such that every star of its 

oell8 is simply connected, the set of points on Cw is 
called an n-dimensional manifold. 

3. Continuity and Homeomorphlsm. 

A point P is said to be a limit point of a set of 

points X of .a cell and its boundary if and only if the cor¬ 

responding point p1 of the simplex by which the cell is de¬ 

fined is a limit point of the corresponding set X* of the 

simplex and its boundary. 

A transformation T carrying a set of points X into 

a set of points X* is said to be continuous if it carries 

each limit point P of X into a limit point P1 of X* • 

Two complexes are called homeomorphio if there exists 

a one to one continuous (both ways) transformation between 

them. 

4. Chains. 

A set of cells of a complex Cy^will be called a chain 
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provided the set never contains a cell E without contain- 
t 

ing all of the cells of-its boundary. If a chain contains 

only i-oells and the cells of their boundaries, it is called 

an 1-chain. Thus the points of a ohaln form a closed set. 

The simplest 1-chain is that whioh contains a single i-cell. 

• It will be called a cellular i-ohain. 

The sum of two or more i-ohains will be said to con¬ 

sist of those 1-oells which belong to an odd number of the 

chains but no others. Hence the sum of two chains Ki and 

Kx would consist of the set of points given by Kt+Kx- KiK^ 

For this reason any i-chain will be said to be the sum 

modulo 2 of the cellular i-ohains determined by its indi^ 

vidnal cells. We write 

(1) Kç = + (mod 2) 

In order to add two or more i-chains we express each in 

the form (1), add the corresponding components, and reduce 

coefficients modulo 2. 

As in the case of a complex, an i-ohain K L ( t > o ) 

is called closed if eaoh (t- lj-cell is on the boundary of an 

even number of i-cells. Otherwise it is open and the 

boundary KL~1
 will be the chain determined by the (/t-O-cells 

lying upon an odd number of x-cells. A O-chain will be closed 

or open-according as it consists of an even or odd number 

of points. In this paper a closed i-chain is the same as 

a set of i-cirouits. 

As an example of the addition of two / — ohains we may 

consider the following simple diagram. 



K' - a. -t Ar 
R' 

K' + K' = -h c 

Th® boundary K of an i-cell is a closed Ct-O-chain. 

For every (t-ay-cell of KL 'belongs to precisely two (L- I )- 

cells of KC ! The sum of two or more closed i-chains is 

a closed i-chain if it does not vanish* 

5* Boundaries of Chains. Congruences. Homologies 

The relation of the boundary KL of the chain Kl to 
the chain K may be expressed by the relation 

(2) KC — KL~* (mod. 2) 

which is called a congruence and is read " KL
 ' bounds KL 

If KL is closed, KL~t does not exist and (2) becomes 

KC H O (mod 2) 

It is clear that if two or more chains are added (mod 2) 

the boundary of the sum is the sum (mod 2) of the boundar¬ 

ies. Hence the relations 

Kf> = Kp ( f ‘ t ) (mod 2) 

imply 

K. p — Kp (mod Z) 

An i-ohain KL of a chain C will be said to be homol¬ 

ogous to zero, written 

/C<'~ O (Triad a ) 
i ' L*\ 

provided K is the boundary of some open (i+i)-chain K »Pf C} 
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the i-ohain is also said to bound on £ • The relations 

Kt and K% ^ O clearly imply Kt + K-S" ^ O . 
» • 

Two chains Kf and Kv are said to he homologous, written 

KiL ~ KuL , if . Because of the fact that a 

linear combination of the homologies Ks ^ O , (/d-/, V*^ 

is an homology 2_ Ks^O , homologies can be handled like 

linear equations modulo 2* 

The notation "mod 2" will not be written hereafter 

except where some ambiguity may arise* 

6* Incidence Matrices. 

The structure of any n-dimensional complex C^may be 

expressed by means of n matrices Xoti j Xi,%j •••• Xn~i,n • 

The matrix is an array of <*£ columns and«^t-,rows. 

With each column is associated a distinct i«oell of Cn 

and with each row a distinct (i-O-oell. In the row 

and k^*1 column there is a number 7j^ which is unity if the 

cells which correspond to the 4^ row and k**1 column abut 

and is zero otherwise* For example, the surface of a tet¬ 

rahedron, a two-dimensional complex, may be described as 

in the two matrices on the following page. The vertices, 

faoes, and edges of the figure may be numbered in any ar¬ 

bitrary manner* These matrices are known as matrices of 

incidence. Any two complexes Crt and Çn which have the same 

set of incidence matrioes are in one-to-one correspondence 

(continuous) with each other. For let the 0) 2, — KL- 

oells be given by the relations 0-°c f. t CC&, - *•- Gj> 
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and Mc, 'kji *' ' ^7® respectively. Let the cells he num- 

berèd in suoh a way that whenever is incident with 
2 A . 

or û~f> or—dp tor any P then the -Irj for the 

same value of ^ is incident with the or 4rX or— or bp 

for the same values of ■if'b,— f3 •• A one-to-one cor¬ 

respondence is then set up between Cm- and Cm by requiring 
O A 0 

(1) that Oc correspond to -vt for each £} 

(£) that Qj and its ends correspond to ^and its 

ends for each ÿ in a one-to-one continuous correspondence 

such that the correspondence between the ends is that set 

up under (1). 
■ • 

'• VU A ^ 
(vi+| ) that Op and its boundary correspond to -vp and 

its boundary in a one-to-one continuous fashion and suoh 

that the correspondence for the boundary shall be given 



by (n) 

The set of points on a complex whose matrices of in¬ 

cidence are all e<iual to 

I / 

I I 

describes an n-sphere. We shall return to this later. 

7. Sense of a Complex. 

If a direction is assigned to every one-cell of a 

complex Cn, « the cell can be positively related to one 

end point and negatively related to the other. The sensed 

cell X'L may be denoted by i ûî , where the + sign is to 

be taken with one notion of sense and the — sign with the 

other. 

The method of choosing the sense may be related to 

the matrix Xo,/ . Leaving the zeros unchanged, we re¬ 

place / by-/ wherever the relation of /-cell to point 

is negative. Thus in the new matrix Aot\ the numbers / 

and — / appear once in each column. Clearly the sign of 

one may be arbitrarily fixed, the sign of the other being 

then determined. 

If two arcs (i.e., one-cells) abut on the same point 

P , they are said to have the same sense if one is neg¬ 

atively related and the other positively related to P . 
Otherwise they are said to be oppositely related or to 

have opposite sense. 

By a sensed circuit is meant one in which each arc 

has the same sense as the two upon which it abuts. Thus 

two sensed one-circuits can be obtained from any one- 



circuit by assigning either sense to any arc of the circuit. 

Henee the boundary of a 2-cell may have either of two senses. 

A sense may also be assigned to the 2-cell itself. 

We say that it is positively related to the cells of the 

boundary taken in one sense and negatively related to the 

cells of the boundary taken in the other sense. Thus the 

sense of a 2-cell may be indicated by use of the matrix 

X/,2. , The /'à are replaced by -/'s wherever it is 

desired to show that a 2-cell is negatively related to an 

adjacent one-cell, giving a matrix Ai,x . If the sense 

of any one-cell is changed, then the signs of the i/ *s 

in the corresponding columns must be altered. On the other 

hand, if the sense of a 2-cell is changed, the i/'s in the 

proper column must have their signs changed. 

Two 2-oells which abut on a one-cell are said to have 

the same senses if they are oppositely related to the one¬ 

cell. The relation of a 2-cell to a one-cell is said to 

be positive if, when the one-cell is traversed in the pos¬ 

itive direction, the 2-cell’s boundary is traversed in 

the (assigned) positive direction. It is not true that, 

as in the linear case, we can always derive two sensed 

2-oirouits from an unsensed 2-circuit. 

Definition. A two-circuit is said to be two-sided 

or orientable if two sensed 2-cirouits can be derived from 

it. Otherwise it is called one-sided or non-orientable. 

The projective plane is one-sided, whereas the surface 

of a tetrahedron is two-sided. This can be verified quite 
/ 

readily from the following two figures by assigning senses 
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in order to the cells, determining each order from the 

preceding oell, and noting that we get a conflict in the 

first case hut not in the second* 

1. 2* 

By prooeding in a similar fashion we may asslgri senses 

to the 3-cells, 4-oells, n-cells of the complex* 

Matrices Aoan be set up whioh define the sense of 

each cell except the zero-cells, which have no sense. We 

thus get an n-dimensional oriented oomplex. 

8* Betti Numbers. 

Let us consider the equations 

* i c 

( AL-'JC ) JL. G'fl'k — O = dt-i ) 

which are related to the matrix Ai.-i,i in the following 

way. We consider the corresponding to the columns 

of At-'À as variables which can assume the values O , 

/ , or — / . The numbers correspond to the elements 

of the matrix* We thus obtain an equation of the above 

form for each row—an equation related to each (L-/)-cell 

of CK and having as variables the numbers oorres- 
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pond ing to the i-oells which abut on the cell con¬ 

sidered. The other i-oells have zero coefficients. 

Every solution of the system A in/ marks every i-cell 

with 0 , / , or -/ . If an i-oell appears twice in a 

circuit, let it he oounted twice. Then the number of f's 

and -|*s will always be equal for any solution, and the 

total number is either even or zero. It follows that 

a sensed circuit (or system of them) is defined since an 

even number of i-cells abuts on each (i-f)-eell. Con¬ 

versely, of course, every sensed i-circuit is a solution 

of A. But the solutions of At-/, t are each depen¬ 

dent upon a set of linearly independent solutions in the 

integers, so it may be said that the number of linearly 

independent sensed (and thus orientable) circuits is the 

same as the number of linearly independent solutions of 

At-i, i . 

Because of the fact that the boundary of every ( i+t)~ 

cell taken in a definite sense is a sensed i-circuit, each 

column of the matrix AL,L+I must define a solution of 

the system Ac-/,L • let the rank of AC,L+I be ^t, t+i • 

The number of such solutions which are linearly indepen¬ 

dent is then • Combinations of these solutions 

give the sensed boundaries of open complexes. In 

general there are also non-bounding circuits which can¬ 

not be expressed linearly in terms of boundaries of cells. 

Suppose that PL-\ is the number of sensed i-cirouits 

which must be added to the bounding i-cirouits in order 

to obtain a complete set of linearly independent solutions. 
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« D ^ 

Definition* r is the ith Betti number of the com- 

plex Cn • 
jir 

9. Dual Complexes. 

If two complexes Cn and Cn are suoh that the points, 

arcs,  k-cells of one are in one-to-ône correspond¬ 

ence with the nn- cells, (YI-O-cells  (fl—é)-oells 

of the other in such a way that two cells of C rv abut on 

a common cell only if the two corresponding oells of Cn 

do, and conversely, the two complexes are said to be dual 

to each other. 

Let Cn. define a manifold Mn.. Then there always 

exists a dual complex which defines the same manifold. 

This may be shown as follows. In the Interior of each 

cell Qi 1 , choose a point P(Qi )• Join by an arc 

each P(QL) to the vertices ÙÎ and to the points PCûl), 

We thus have the 2-cell divided into triangular regions 

or two-dimensional pyramids. We then loin the points 

PCOi) to the vertices of the triangle Just formed, giving 

a tetrahedral region. The process is continued in this 

fashion, and we loin P(GÏ)to the vertices of the (YI— /) — 

dimensional pyramid formed in the induction. The result 
r' is a complex Ln with every 2-cell bounded by three arcs, 

every 3-cell by four triangles, and every yi-cell by y\±[ 

(Tl-i) - cells. 

Since Ch defines a manifold, the n-cells of Cn which 

abut on an OL » together with the (Vl-l)-cells which sep¬ 

arate them from each other, constitute an n-cell Er\. 
p n. 

Let us call it -irt • Upon the boundaries of the n-cells 
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Ew. are the points ÛL . The (Yl-i)-oells of CM which 

abut on ûl , together with the -2)-cells which separate 

them constitute an (YH)-cell En-i which we call &-L • In 
I b 

general, then, the (W-'&l-cells of CM which abut on an Ût, 

together with their boundaries, constitute an(Kl-^j-cell 

Clearly the (w4)-eells of CM are then in one-to-one corres¬ 

pondence with the Jfa cells of Cn , and if two cells and 

Q% have a cell Q? in common, then the two cells ^and 
» n-;j o 

Arx have a cell -*»•, in common. Beoause of the one-to- 

one correspondence and the nature of the relations between 
t 

the cells of CM and CM , it follows that the matrix Xi,i+i 

in the representation of CM is the same as the matrix 

Xw-t;yw-i » as the transposed of the matrix Xn-i-^n-i * 

Thus the matrices Xt, t+i and Xn-t-i, n-t have the same rank. 

Beoause of the fact that many complexes may give rise 

to the same manifold, the problem arose to determine the 

invariants, if any, whioh characterize the matrices of all 

complexes associated with the same manifold. Poinoare" 

found that the Betti numbers are such invariants and proved 

that if the manifold is two-sided, then the Betti numbers 

satisfy the duality relation 

p-1- pn-L 

10. Connectivity lumbers. 

In § 8 we considered a set of equations associated 

with the matrices Ac-iji, • A similar set may be associated 

with the unsensed matrices Xi- L • 
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(JCi-i.t ) X T]34 X-é =O (j=!Pr <*;-i ) 

The variables can take on only the values O and I 

In this case and are combined by reduoing modulo 2. The 

numbers "''^correspond to the elements of the matrix Xt~i,c 
in the same way that the of § 8 did to the elements of 

At-ijt • A solution of the above system marks each i-oell 

of CY\ with O or I , and no equation of the set is satis¬ 

fied unless an even number (or none) of the variables take 

on the value I . Thus, as before, we see that each solu¬ 

tion defines an i-oircuit (not sensed now, however) and 

that every column of XL,L + » defines a solution of the sys¬ 

tem ( Xt-«, i) • Combinations of these solutions give the 

boundaries of open (l-f/l-eomplexes. The number of such lin¬ 

early independent solutions is + j » the rank of Xt/c + i • 
Definition» If R.L— I is the number of i-circuits 

whioh must be added to the bounding i-circuits before we 

can obtain a complete set of linearly independent solutions, 
« ^ 

Rc is known as the i connectivity number^ of the com¬ 

plex. 

The connectivity numbers are related to the Betti 

numbers through the coefficients of torsion. It is well 

known, from the elementary theory of matrices, that a 

matrix of integers ||Otj|! can be reduced by means of 

elementary transformations (which oan be combined into a 

linear substitution on the oolumns or rows, the substi¬ 

tution having integer coefficients and a determinant equal 

to one) to the canonical form. In this form all of the 
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elements not on the.main diagonal are zero, whereas the 

elements of the main diagonal are the invariant factors of 

. If we thus reduce the matrix Ac,i+i , which 

describes a manifold, those invariant factors of the re¬ 

duced matrix At,t+i which are not zero or unity have 

absolute values which are called the coefficients of tor¬ 

sion of the manifold. The rank of is the number of 

non-zero elements in A i}L+i . 

Since the elements of the matrices Xc,c+/ and Ac, c-ti 

are all either zeros or ones and differ from the corres¬ 

ponding ones at most in sign, then if we reduce them mod 2 

the ranks of the reduced matrices will be equal* But re¬ 

ducing the matrix Ac/i-timod 2 is the same as reducing the 

elements of the diagonal of A*U-t/ mod 2, The reduction 

mod 2 does not affect Xt,c+i. Therefore the rank of Xc»c+i 

is equal to the rank of a canonical matrix which has only 

zeros or ones in the principal diagonal. We thus have 

(2) t-H = À1 L, L + I 

where £c,i+i is the number of even coefficients of torsion, 

this being the number of new zeros introduced by the reduc¬ 

tion mod 2 in the matrix A tj it i • 

Let the number of linearly independent solutions of 

the system (Ac-ijtj be Then 

From the definition of the Betti number we have 

P-l = k,u, 



and", combining the two results, we get 

(3) o(i — Vt-/; i — lScti+i + P
L— I , 

Also, if fi-ifi denotes the maximum number of linearly inde- 

From the relations (3) and (4) and (2) it follows that 

This is the relation which shows the connection be¬ 

tween the Betti*numbers and the connectivity numbers. The 

connectivity numbers satisfy a relation analogous to that 

previously stated for the duality of the Betti numbers. 

It is more general, however, in that it is valid for both 

one-sided and two-sided manifolds. 

11. Regular Subdivisions. n-Spheres. 

The notion of a regular subdivision is fundamental 

in what is to follow. It is useful in arguments where it 

is desirable to subdivide a given complex into "arbitrarily 

small" oells. Instead of using the usual Euclidean space, 

however, the domain of definition will be the n-sphere of 

spherical geometry 

pendent similar relation 

(4) eu - pi-,,1 = />£,£„ + RL-/. 

and 

set in a space of Y\+I dimensions 
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An n-plane ûo Xo +diKr+— -tQy\Kr\~0 through the origin 

will divide the n-sphere into two n-regions separated by an 

(l)—sphere. This in turn may be separated into two 

i'ft — i)-regions separated by an (ft-2.)-sphere, and 

so on until we have two one-regions (i.e. semi-oiroles) 

separated by a 0-sphere or pair of points. Such a sub¬ 

division is known as an elementary subdivision. It is 

seen that each i-cell of this subdivision is the boundary 

of two (A-H)-cells, and that therefore the incidence matrices 

would be as we have previously mentioned. 

It is evident that any Jk -region of an elementary 

subdivision can be re-subdivided into arbitrarily small 

regions of dimensionality zero to , so that the n- 

sphere may be so divided. One of the arbitrarily small 

p- dimensional regions will be called a p-oell. A re¬ 

partitioning which is done in such fashion that only com¬ 

plete oells are left upon the boundaries of higher dimen¬ 

sional cells is called a regular subdivision or merely a 

subdivision. If a subdivision S can be obtained from a 

subdivision S* by repartitioning only, it is said to be 

derived from S'. Obviously any subdivision is derived from 

an elementary subdivision. 

A chain C* will be said to be derived from a chain 

C if it is one of a sequence of chains beginning with C 

and such that eaoh member of the sequence is obtainable 

from the preceding by dividing a single k-cell B into 

a pair of k-cells E^ and separated by a (-^k~ i )- 
_ _ rr'k-l 

cell E . 
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An analytical expression for an elementary subdivision 

of a two-sphere is given by the following equalities and 

inequalities. 
. 2. x . 

The 2-sphere Xo -f-Xi -hXx — I is divided into two 2- 

regions 

Xo +Xi -h Xa — I 

-I < XoCO . 

Xo •+• X> — I 

Q C XoC I 

by the plane X0-O • 

by the one-sphere 

a' 

The regions 01 and Q\ are separated 

x: + xr -t- xv
x = i 

Xo — o 

The one-sphere Ot may be separated into two one-regions 

Xo+xl + XÏ = I f Xo + x,x +x* = I 
X° ~ & 

O < X, < I 
al 

Vo X| + Xi — I 
Xo - O 

- U X,iO 

by the plane X\~ O which separates Oi and ûl by the 

aero-sphere or pair of points 

f Xo +X\ = I ' 

J Xo = O 
I x, = o 

A region will be called convex if any two points in 

it can be connected by precisely one geodesic arc made up 

of points of the region. From the form of the relations 

that determine a cell, which would be similar to those 
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given above, it is evident that a cell is convex. Con¬ 

sequently two L -cells are homeomorphio. And since an 

Ci- I ) -sphere bounds each of two A-cells on an 6-sphere, 

it follows that the boundary of any A-cell is homeomorphio 

with an$-(}-sphere. 

The connectivity numbers of a chain may be defined in 

manner different from that of § 10 by using homologies. 

A number of -t-chains Ks are said to be independent with 

respect to homologies if there exists no relation of the 

form 

X £s Ks'^O 
o 

unless all of the are zero. . 
» < 

Let /CC denote an C-ohain of a chain C • Then if 

RL- / denotes the maximum number of dosed non-bounding 

^ —chains Ki, of C which are independent with i 
respect to homologies, ,RL is called the C connectivity 

number of C . 
This definition is also expressible in terms of inci¬ 

dence matrices if we associate variables with the 6-cells, 

(£-*)-cells, and (C+\)-cells as we have done before. The 

method is suggested in the special case below and has al¬ 

ready been carried out in § 8. 

Let 6 be the highest dimensionality of cells of a 

ohain C • Suppose the number of -6-cells to be and 

that associated with each -6-eell Ap ( "p-f)2)" * ) 

is a symbol Xp which takes on the values zero or unity. 

Then to every choioe of a set of values Xp with at least 

one Xp not zero can be associated an i- chain of C;and 
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oonversely. Then corresponding to every (i-i )-cell (-Ô0) 

A ^ 1 of C there is an equation of the form 
oC. 

(5) L £^p Xp = 0 (mod 2) (o^ /)2j. 

where 6^p is zero if A^'is not on the boundary of Ap 

and is unity if it is. Hence to a solution of the system 

(5) will be associated a closed L- chain, this being a 

set of modular equations. Consequently if f> represents 

the number of linearlyindependent equations in (5), the 

maximum number of independent solutions is 

(6) ft- \ = <*-f> 

sinoe the L— chains are non-bounding. If L-O (6) reduces 

to the form fê°— I — I and R°~ o( • 

The number ^‘’denotes the number of separate connected 

parts of the chain C- . This may be seen by an inductive 

method. If R°- I , R°- 1-0 and the maximum number of 

independent closed 0-chains is zero. Hence the chain C can¬ 

not have more than one connected part. For if there were 

two parts C, and Cx , a closed 0-chain Qr*Qvbelonging to 

both C\ and Cx would fail to bound sinoe and Q° could 

not be Joined by a chain of arcs of C . Conversely, if C 

is simply connected, a closed zero-chain bounds beoause 

the cellular zero-chains may be Joined two by two. 

If R°-2 , the number of connected parts must be at 

least two. It oannot be three sinoe then we can find a 

pair of independent non-bounding closed aero-ohains. In 

fact, if Q, , Û*, Iff are in Cj ; in C2 ; and 
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Û«f , ^3 , A in £3 , the chains âi+G»+G*+û + and 

-/^-i -e /&x. ■+ (r^ •+ ir 4. are such chains. On the other hand, if C 

is doubly connected the maximum number of independent 

closed non-bounding aero-chains is unity. A simple example 

seems to be about as useful as the general case to show 

this since the method is easily extended to any number of 

chains .with as many points as we please. Suppose that we 

have a chain A(If+Ql with in C» and CXt in C<a- 

and a chain 0°: with ^4 In Ct and theiother 

cells in C| . Then the two chains are not independent. 

For 'frx + li'vO 9 ùy+frt'oo , and "u O so that we get 

ûrf (?i +^| -f A o « 

The process may be carried out in a similar fashion 

for R.0 =• 4,  . We are interested principally in 

the above cases. 

12. Preliminary Theorems. Residual Domains. 
1 / 

The connectivity numbers of a derived chain Ü are 
s* r~ 'R* 

the same as for the chain C • For when E is divided 

the only i— chains which are not subdivisions of old 

chains are the £&-»)-chains containing E^ and the 
Q _ % _ % 

^-chains containing one but not both of b, and b2 . 
t 

These last are open and cannot increase the RL • They can** 

not deorease them because their boundaries all contain the 

new cell E-^ 1 The f^-O-ohains involving E^ do; not affect 

the RL since they are transformed into old chains, which 
'k-i do not contain E , by the addition of the boundary of 

Theorem 1. The connectivity numbers of any subdivision 
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th P of an n-sphere are all unity except the n—, which 

is two. 
c A* For the subdivision O oan be obtained from an ele¬ 

mentary subdivision and will thus have the same connectivi¬ 

ty numbers. But in an elementary subdivision every dosed 

chain bounds a cell except the n-ohain determined by the 

two n-eells. 
Y\-\ ^ 

Corollary 1. Any closed (wi)-ohain f\ of S bounds 

exactly two open n-chains, and these chains have only the 
i^n-i 

points of t\ in common. 

For, since = I , there is an open n-ohain K ^ 

such that j^r\ 

,/n-1 y\ 
Then l\ must also bound a second open chain K + 0 com- 

cn 1/ n posed of the n-cells of j which do not lie in IN and such 
Kn ç n i /n' i/if)**i 

+ O meets l\ only in the points of l\ .If 

there were a third chain L bounded by |\ , m. should 

have L*= K"*'. Thus there would be two independent closed 

chains 
li' + Kn = o , Ln+ Kn+ Sn = o 

so that *== 3 at least. This is a contradiction with 

the hypothesis. 
w l / A 

  and ri are and A-spheres, 

respectively, and if C is a chain of a subdivision of Hm 

then a set of points C of /-/hich is homeomorphic with 

C is called a chain immersed in Hn. 
i |A A simple closed curve of H is homeomorphic with the 

boundary of a 2-cell and is thus immersed in H ^ . 
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The chains C and C will have the same cellular struc¬ 
ture and thus the same connectivity numbers. By the uni¬ 

form continuity of the correspondence of the closed sets 

it follows that there exists a derived chain of & made up 

of arbitrarily small cells. 

Definition, l’hat part of H not filled by C is 

•denoted by H^C. and is called the domain residual to 

If a chain of H lies in H-C- , it is called a chain of 

Hn-C . 
We set up the following homologies on H^-C • 

1. Each closed i-chain will be homologous to the de¬ 

rived chains. 

2. Each closed i-chain which bounds an open (i+O-ehain 

of H-C will be called homologous to zero. 

Definition. If /?- I denotes the maximum number of 

linearly independent (with respect to homologies) closed 

n-chains of H-C , then R* is the n connectivity number 

of . 

We shall consider only chains related by homologies 

and therefore no distinction will be made between equivalent 

chains—i.e. chains with a common derived chain. A closed 

1-chain which bounds in any of its derived forms will be 

said to bound. 

n i 
Theorem 2. If C is a cellular i-ohain immersed in 

» the connectivity numbers of are all unity. 
• up 

That is, every closed chain L- of n — bounds. 

The proof will be by induction and will depend upon a 

lemma which involves the induction. We suppose the theorem 
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to be valid for the index t—l. 

If £. — O , Cc is a point C°. There is only one 

closed n-chain of H^and consequently none in H-£°* By 

the corollary to Theorem 1 each closed (D-l)-cha1n-of 

bounds twice in f-|n. Hence it must bound at least once in 

H^C* since at least one of the open n-chains it bounds 

is in Hn-C*. Every chain of dimension Y)-i , (£=2,3,D ) 

bounds as often as desired since there are as many open 

chains of dimensions 71-2; o as we please. 

We now prove the lemma mentioned above. 

Lemma 1. Let CL be divided into two cellular i-ohains 

A and (3 meeting in a cellular (£-0-chain CL *. Then 

every k-ohain of H-Ccwhich bounds in (-/- A and in H- 0 

also bounds in 

The proof is considered in two parts. 
0 

1. n-/ . Then, from Corollary 1, L-' bounds 

precisely two open n-chains of H meeting in L . The 

Connected set Cc = A+0 must thus lie completely inside 
t-4e one of them because it does not meet L_ . Hence the other 

n ' 'fe chain must lie in H - Cc, and L/' bounds there. 

2. -'•$? 4 Y)- I • Then there exist chains of dimension¬ 

ality as great as ^+2 • By hypothesis there exist two 

open chains L A and L^Q1 such that 

(7) , -&+I 
L-A = L* ( H - A ) 

(8) 
i $+1 
L 6 = L* ( Hn- B ) 

and thus 
, •£+> -ft*i 
LA + Lu =O ( H- Cc~' 
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where the parentheses at the right indicate the region. 

The adjacent parallel 
lines represent superim¬ 
posed lines. 

By Theorem 2 for the case C-l there is an open ^-f^-chain 

such that 

M 
I 4+1 ,4+1 

= L A + L (H'-C1-') 

Sinoe this cuts A and B in mutually exclusive closed 

sets, it may be broken into small cellular (4+ 2)-ohains 

with none meeting both A and 6 • Let M^+2be the sum of 

the cellularf&+zJ-ohains that meet A (and hence not B ), 

and let L^+l be its boundary. Then 

(9) (H°-à") 

• ■ » — § ^ | 
l.e., the chain +2_ is bounded by LA and 

1~* d. 
that part of Lg which does not coincide with L'*41 (shown 

dotted). 

Sinoe L-3 + meets neither A nor £3 it lies in 

Hn-Cc. Then, from (7) and (9), 

, 4+t _ 4 
Lg + L = L_ 
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which proves the lemma. 

Theorem 2 can now be proved. We suppose the theorem 
« 

to be false for the ohaln CL ; that is,, that some closed 
of H^C0does not bound. By the lemma must fall 

to bound in either H-A or H^-S , say H-A. We repeat 

the argument, dividing A in a similar fashion, and note 
that must fail to bound in H-Cs where C\ ) 
is a sequence of cellular chains shrinking to a point C° . 
But by Theorem 2 for L=o every closed k-chain of H - C° 
bounds a chain whioh does not meet Cf . Thus it 

♦ 

bounds a chain which fails to meet some of the C-s , and 

it must therefore bound in some This is a contra¬ 

diction, and the theorem is proved. 

Corollary 2. A cellular i-ohain immersed in H Can¬ 
not fill Hn. 

For let CL be separated into A and 6 as in lemma 1, 
with PA and PQ points of A and B , respectively, but 

not of CL l • By Theorem 2 for i-l the O-ohain Pe> 
bounds a one-chain of Hr^-CL'‘I whioh contains a broken 
line of geodesics joining PA and Pa and meeting A and 
B in mutually exclusive point sets. Hence it contains 

points not in A or 6 . Therefore there are points of 

H n not in CJ' . 

Corollary z, let C be the sum and C the intersec¬ 

tion of two closed point sets A and 3 . Then every 

dosed k-chain (fatl-i) of which bounds a chain 

L^A' of H^*“A and a chain t-fg * of bounds in C 
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%+\ A+\ 4M ,4+i 

if we can choose and L-Q such that LA + Le bounds in 
1 . If C*" 'is not null, this is valid tor'fe-n-l» 

Clearly, if the proof holds as in Lemma 1 

since the set C- A+6 is connected if CL~* is not null. 

We recall that a chain C immersed in HMis a closed 

set, and we note that the set Ct_l need not be of lower 

dimensionality than C • If, then, the i-chain Cl of 

Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 is replaced by a closed point set 

C ~ C*1 where denotes dimensionality, the proof goes 

as before. 

13. The Duality Theorem, 

The duality theorem of Alexander will be proved first 

for a special case which we use in the more general theorem. 

Theorem 3. If Cl is an i-sphere immersed in an n- 

sphere H1^ , the connectivity numbers R of C.L are 

related to those R3 of H-CL
 by 

Rc = R = ZL 

Paraphrase. There exists but one Independent dosed 

non-bounding chain in /-/-Cc • It has dimensionality 

n-<:- I 

Definition. The above-mentioned chain is said to link 
k 

the i-sphere Cc • 

The theorem will be proved by induction. It is clear 

at onoe if i^O • We suppose that it is valid for the in¬ 

dex -d- / ; that is, that RL Rn~^=^l , and divide- (LL 

as in Lemma 1. Then by Theorem 2 each closed chain of 

f = R = / 

U 4 s) 
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Mn- C-L bounds two open chains L A (of M - A ) and 

* (of M-B )• Thus bounds in H-CL\inless f3 

^B
+

* does not bound in (by Corollary 3.) 
• ]-&-*-) « (e*\ * i rt-t By the case for t- l this is possible only if L o + L e = I— 

is the chain linking C L-l Hence 1* fails to bonnd 

only if 'ê-tl=n-i and .thus if n-t-l. Therefore it 

follows that 
(5 * * ) 

ana since / -If -S^- i by Theorem 1, we hare 

s __ p: n- 5- i 
/T = R = i c ) 

. n-L 
For the second part, we note that the ohain I— meets 

A and 6 in mutually exclusive sets of points. For if 

it did not meet A » say» ft would bound in (Theorem 2) 

and thus in contrary to hypothesis. Thus Ln~c 

may be written as 

, . « n-t i N-C a n-c 
(10) L — LA ■+■ LB 

i I * i 10 r\ where LA and LB are open chains lying in H — A and 

Hn- 6 respectively, and having a common boundary 1_T~C ! 

This is the reverse of’ the method of Lemma 1. The chain 

|J?_L 1 links C1" • For if not there is an open chain 

L”~c with - 
LT-1’ S L. ■ C H n- C1- ) 

« • 9 

and thus one of the closed chains LÎÜV LA\ L +LB 
L 

ù I * must link C since their sum LÜ~L
 would. This is im¬ 

possible, for if, say, the first linked CL"*1 it would have 

to meet A and it cannot because neither of its 
components 
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does . 
n-t-i 

There is not another independent chain /M linking 

ri NP~
C 

(- • For then a closed chain analogous to (10) 

links Cc~'. Then associated with lH~l+ M*1 '’is a ohain 

(LnÂc + Mft'1 j + fLe't -+ Mel'C ) 
r t-l 

which cannot link L. for the same reason as given above. 

Thus, by Corollary 3, |_T * i«- Mn ^ bounds in H*1- £c 

so that 

Lr“"'+ o (Hn-Cc ) 
and M rMH depends upon LT-1”1 . It follows that 

R Yï-L-1 
= a. 

and, since /? -<2. from Theorem 1, we have 

/?'R71^'-.2. 
This completes the proof. 

The ohain of jr\Y^-0L which links CL may be chosen as 

irreducible because if it consists of several irreducible 

parts one would have to link 

Theorem 4. (Alexander’s Duality Theorem) 

Let C* be any ohain immersed in an n-sphere j-1 

Then between the connectivity numbers of C and the 
connectivity numbers R L of bi-G there exists the duality 

relation / — _ / , 

/? “ R ( O ± L 4 n-1 ) 
The theorem will be proved by induction. We distinguish 

two oases 
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1. C consists of 0-cells only* We have noted 

before that a olosed chain of H~C of dimensionality less 
than Kl— I bounds as often as we please» Thus 

R»-c-i _ Ri = , 

In order to find the connectivity numbers of the re- 

i < h 

sidual space/let H be subdivided in such a way that each 

point of C appears in the interior of a cellular 
n-chain M5 of the subdivision and such that no two 

lie in the s ame oell of a chain. Let L~ s be the olosed 

(H- ij- chain which constitutes the boundary of A1§ so that 

un [ih Ln-S' (H*1 ) 

let Ll? 
1
 toe a closed (TÎ-I )-chain of • Then LP~l 

is homologous to some combination of the chains Lns • For 

(is) Mn=L"-' (UV 

since LÎ?-1
 bounds in H*1 • Then if Mn contains any points 

of C we add the relations of (11) which involve these 

points and get an open chain not containing any points of 

C which is bounded by and a linear combination of 

tM.| . VI — # 
the U. ,5 • There can be but one homology between the L5 

. n-i 
since» as we have seen» any linear combination of the L-s 

bounds precisely two n-ohains of Wn » One of these must 

be free of points of C if the combination is to bound in 
H1^— C . if this is so, all of the chains L? 5 must appear 

in the linear combination. Let the number of points As be 
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denoted by <K . Hence the maximum number of Independent 

non-bounding (V)~I )~ ohains of H’j-C must be et— I • There¬ 

fore 
R n-1 

- I =. <=K — 

From the relation (6) for L — O we get 

_R° -I = a- l 
and thus 

R° = Rn~' 

Z• C- contains at least one cell of dimensionality 

gfôater than zero. We let A be the cellular i-chain 

found by removing an i-cell of maximum dimension from C and 

denote the residual chain C-A by B . The theorem will 

be supposed valid for 13 , and it will be shown that any 

change of connectivity caused by replacing A is balanced 

by a dual change in the residual space so that the theorem 

still holds for C . 
* 

Let the boundary of A be C1 • Then any change in 

the connectivity of B> caused by the addition of A will 

be either from the appearance of new independent i-chains 

containing A or the disappearance of old independent (C-i) 

chains. We consider two cases. 

I. The chain C/ ’does not bound on £3 • 

II. C, bounds an open i-ohain Ac of 13 • 

In Case I no new dosed i-ohains are oreated since 

they must have the form A+A . Then 



A + Ac = o ( B) 

so that 

Ac = C L~' (B) 

which means that CL bounds on B , a contradiction. 

However, an independent non-bounding (i-t )-chain is lost 

beoause we have 

A = Cù~'. (c) 
l 

This is the only (l-i)-chain lost. For if 0 is a second 

open 1-chain of 3 , the relation 

A + Dù s D*-» (C ) 

implies that 

(13) Dc = C‘_,+ D1"' (6) 

as is seen by adding the above relations and reducing mod 2. 

The congruence (13) shows that // 1 depends upon Ct~l. A 

schematic diagram to illustrate this is the following. 

0£-' 

C£-' + 

= a + e 
= Q •+■ & ~t~ C~ •+ ci •+ G 

0£*' = ^+cW+ / 

In Case II a closed i-chain A^ AC is gained. For 

since 

c-l 
(C) C (14) Z\aC (6) 
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we have 

A + AL = O (C) 

If Cl bounds mors than one ope'n i-ch&ln of B , tho dosed 
I 

chains formed from these are not independent. If CJ is a 

chain of 3 not bounded by CL~ , then DL cannot form a 
closed i-ohain with A • For if 

A + D'BO (c) 
then 

oc = c£-' (B) 
which contradicts the hypothesis. On the other hand, no 

independent ohain of 3 is lost. For suppose D*-1 

to be an independent non-bounding chain of 3 such that 

A+ DL = D‘~' (c) 
From this and the relations (14) it follows that 

= D L— I (B) 
i-i 

whioh contradicts the hypothesis that D is non-bounding. 

We now seelc the compensating changes in the space re¬ 

sidual to G • 

let an irreducible (M-C )-ohain L? Lof Hbe chosen 

linking the boundary of A . This is possible since the 

boundary of A is homeomorphio with anfD-i^sphere. Ur}~L 

will meet A in a closed set of points and may or may not 
contain a point not of A . If possible we let it do so. 

If Ljn-i meets A , we separate it, as before, into two 

open chains bounded by a crlosed chain L * "of Hn- 
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and such that one of the open ehains (oall it M n~L ) 

contains all of the points of intersection with A but no 

point of 0 : 

(15) M"-1' = L."-
L 1
 (H°- 13 ) 

t I • 

If ill'*’contains no point of H^-A, then Mn“t,=r LT'~C 

t 

and the boundary of M is a null chain. 

Definition. The chain L' is the chain dual to A . 
Sinoe it is found precisely by the method of Theorem 3, 

it links any i-sphere of C- which contains A . 
♦ 

If £ is any positive constant, the chain M|r,~Lmay 

be, so chosen that each point of it is within a distance G. 

of some point of intersection of Mn Land A • The other 

open (Vl-t)-chain is then what is left in [i1-4, —that is, 

M. 

I 'k* I I I VI o 
Lemma Z. If a dosed chain L of H - □ does not link 

Cc— t , the boundary of A , there is always some chain in 

which is homologous to in l-|—6* If does 

link , there is no chain of H-C homologous to lÈ+i. 

If links Ct-/ , it must cut the i-ohain A . 

For if not it lies in H-A and must bound there (Theorem 2)/ 

Then a fortiori it must bound in /-j— This is a con- 

tradiction with the hypothesis that L_ + links C0** • 

Therefore L^”f/ does not lie in H-C and consequently no 

chain homologous to it will. 

If Lf+ * does not link CJ~ ', an open chain f^+exists 

such that 
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The following schematic diagram may be used. 

It is conceivable that 

not* 

may meet 6 
.4’+! 

though L_ may 

Since the intersections of fi^+ with A and 15 » if 

any, must consist of mutually exclusive point sets, the 

method of Lemma 1 is applicable and we can find a ohain 

1^'+ L?*1 not meeting A or 6 and henoe in l-j1^ C • 
Thus, using the notation of Lemma 1, we have 

(H n- B j 

L ^ o 

Then, 
/ / 

since L- ^ L_ , we have 

^ L^+l 
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which proves the lemma. 

Lemma 3. If is a closed chain of Hwhich 

bounds in H - 8 : 

lie = L* (H"-8) 

and thus in ; 

(16) L^1 = L* (Hn-A) 

then fails to boujid in /-j-C if and only if the closed 

chain 

(17) L-IT'+LB 
+
' = O (Nn-C^) 

links C£~' for every possible choice of L^+6 • 

For the chain L^'+ L^e+' — ^"+* must cut A if it 

links CL~l . Then uf'g’ must cut A » for cannot. 

(See figure on page 35). But if this occurs for every 

L^e* , cannot bound in Mn-C • 

On the other hand, if L o is chosen so that 

\Je+/ + do es not link Cl~f * LS^ bounds in 

I4n- C by Corollary 3. The lemma is proved. 

Let us now consider the changes in the residual space. 

We distinguish two cases analogous to those on page 31. 

I*. Hn- 6 contains an (rt-i)-chain L linking Cl~*. 

II*. H*7- 13 contains no (Y)~i)~ chain linking C£_l. 

In Case I1 no new independent (Y)-C-t)~chain oan be 
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created In H^-C. For, since L-- O , we have 

L+ L\" = L* (H n- A ) 

where 4e+\ , and thus in place of (17) 
^ ^ | 

(18) L+LA +L*e HO ( H n- Cc~' ) 

But (17) and (18) cannot both link For then their 

sum L_ would not. (Clearly, if two chains each link 

C£'' their sum cannot because it will not meet A if 

each chain does.) Hence Ln~t-1 must bound in H^-C by 

Corollary 3, and we see that by adding A to 6 we reduce 

by one the number of independent ohains of dimensionality 
| « 

sfe-tl - . That is, is reduced by one. The 

other connectivity numbers of h\-C are left invariant. 

In case II* none of the numbers R S are diminished. 

This comes from Lemma Z, whloh shows that in H-C there is 
* 

always a member of the family of chains homologous to 

in Hn- B , and from Theorem 3 for index £-1 , which 

tells us that R — R 2. and R S_ 1 — ) 

if S *=£ i- I • Thus a chain of l-| C/-1 which links Ct_l 

must meet A and 6 • We «an now use a literal transcrip¬ 

tion of the proof of Theorem 3 and we find that a single 

new independent (lO-c’-1 )-chain is created. This, by the 

definition given previously, is the dual of A • Hence 

RY)~L~t
 is increased by unity.. 

It also follows that every Independent non-bounding 
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f/yi— t-l)-ohain of is homologous to some linear com¬ 

bination of the duals of the i-cells of C • 

We return now to the connectivity changes of the im¬ 

mersed figure. The changes in the residual space are those 

which compensate for the changes in the immersed figure 

given by 1 and II on page 31. In other words, when A is 

added to 8 the differences RL~ /P4"* and 

both increase by one. They thus remain equal since they 

were so assumed for B . 
In order to complete the proof it is necessary to show 

that RL
 = R n-c—i * Let CJ. be the chain left 

if all of the cells of highest dimensionality* in C are 

removed. Then, as was previously pointed out, correspond¬ 

ing to each cellular (i-t)- chain A' of C! may be found 

a dual chain L!3‘cof H-C.' so close to A' that it 

meets only those i-oells that have A‘' on their boundaries. 

These it must meet since it links their boundaries. Then 

L?~t' may be broken into a set of open (yi-i)-chains 

each of which meets but one of the i-oells of C and each 

of whioh is bounded by the dual of the chain determined by 

that i-cell. Let the dual of Ap be Lnpt~,. Then we can 

set up the set of homologies 
oc 

(19) ZL eiF LT1"1 o 
F- 

such that the Incidence relations are the same as those in 

(5). That is, C^pis equal to unity or zero according as 

is or is not on the boundary of Àp • Any other 
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• n-i-i 
homology among the L.p can be expressed in terms of the 

set (19). For let one of them be 

(20) M"'1’ = 
A 

Then if IMp~cis bounded by L*ptH(8ee relation 15) we have 

ZL Mp~c S Z.<*p L*pl'’ » and combining with (20) we get 

Mn'L + M”'L = O 

Since this closed chain is expressible in terms of the 

duals LT'C of the cellular (l-f)- chains of Gf » the MÜ*C 

being parts of LÜR, the homology (20) is expressible in 

terms of (19). Then every independent non-bounding (Y)-i-i) 

chain of H -C can be expressed in terms of (19). Thus, 

as in (6), 

and RL =■ R * 1 . This completes the proof. 

This theorem establishes the topological character 

of RL and Pn'c-* (which we may now call invariants) since 

it is seen that they depend not upon the cellular structure 

of C- but upon the set of points determined by C • 

14. The Jordan Curve Theorem. 

Perhaps the most Important application of Theorem 4 

is in the proof of the Jordan-Brouwer separation theorem. 

This theorem is a generalization to’ n dimensions of the 

Jordan Curve Theorem. It may be stated as follows. The 

(Vw)-dimensional manifold Mn~L immersed in a Euclidean n- 
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spaoe En separates En Into just two domains of which it 
Is the common boundary* Brouwer also showed that the 

points of the manifold are accessible from each of the 

complementary domains* Alexander's work is an extension 

of this in that he not only showed that the residual set 

consists of just two connected domains, but also showed 

the duality between the manifold and the residual domain* 

She proof of the Jordan-Brouwer theorem follows at 

once from Theorem 4* It is clear, of course, that the 

number R° represents the number of connected parts of 

/V^-C just as R° represents the number of connected 
parts of C • Then if is the n-space and A'?’1*** is 

the manifold, we know that - R”'1. But A^w_,is a 

.manifold, so that Rn~'— -2 and hence R'-2 . Thus the 

theorem is proved. The Jordan Curve Theorem is given when 

n is equal to 2* The surface of a sphere is homeomorphio 

with the plane* 
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